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Abstract
Microbial cell factories are a renewable source for the production of biofuels and valuable
chemicals. Dynamic pathway regulation has proved successful in improving production of
molecules by balancing flux between growth of cells and production of metabolites. Systems for
autonomous induction of pathway regulation are increasingly being developed, which include
metabolite responsive promoters, biosensors, and quorum sensing systems. Since engineering
such systems are dependent on the available methods for controlling protein abundance in the
desired host, we review recent tools used for gene repression at the transcriptional, posttranscriptional and post-translational levels in Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
These approaches may facilitate pathway engineering for biofuel and biochemical production.
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Introduction
Microorganisms are promising hosts for the production of valuable chemicals, such as fuel
alternatives[1,2], flavors[3], and polymer[4] and pharmaceutical[5] precursors. The immense
diversity in the physiology of different microbes offers tremendous potential in using microbial
cell factories given a desired product, starting material or growth condition. For example, the
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae’s native ability to produce ethanol efficiently from glucose has
rendered it the ideal host for bioethanol production[6]. Pseudomonas putida that naturally
degrades aromatic acids is a suitable host for using lignocellulosic biomass as a starting
material[7], while methanotroph bacteria provides a biological means to the upgrading of
methane[8], which is the least expensive source of carbon. For growth at a desired condition,
environmental strains can also be isolated and further engineered, such as a Bacillus megaterium
strain capable of growing at sterile supercritical CO 2 conditions[9]. With the abundance of
microorganisms to choose from, the limitation then lies in the availability of genomic sequenceto-function information for the microorganism and molecular biology methods for host DNA
manipulation. Once the desired host has been chosen, metabolic engineering of the
microorganism for production of molecules then typically involves pathway engineering and host
engineering. Pathway engineering includes expressing the required enzymes, whether native or
heterologous, for the conversion of substrate to product. Host engineering involves manipulation
of the rest of the cell, such as removing competing or regulatory pathways to increase flux to the
desired product. Often times, these methods consist of static changes, such as constitutive
overexpression of pathway enzymes and deletion of competing enzymes, both of which are also
generally optimized separately. Although these conventional strategies have proven to be
successful in improving titers and yields, these methods are constrained by the interconnectivity
of pathways in cells and a finite amount of cellular resources. To that end, dynamic regulation of
pathways has emerged as a preferred method to better balance flux between growth of the cell
and production of the desired molecule (Figure 1). Here, we report recent developments in
applying dynamic pathway regulation to improve production of molecules in bacteria and yeast.
Then, we review current methods used to engineer pathway regulation and address their
limitations. These methods show promise for improving the productivity of microbes for
synthesis of biofuels and bioproducts.

Dynamic Pathway Regulation by Exogenous Inducers
Regulation of pathways can be broadly divided into two categories: upregulating pathway
enzymes to direct flux into the production pathway and downregulating competing enzymes that
draw flux into native cell metabolism. Upregulation of pathway enzymes is well established and
typically achieved by using inducible promoter systems. In downregulating competing enzymes,
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an effective flux control point is first identified. This control point is typically an endogenous
enzyme that catalyzes an irreversible reaction in cell metabolism that is also located where the
production pathway intersects with cell metabolism. Placing this enzyme under dynamic control
then enables flux redirection from cell metabolism into the production pathway at intermediate
times in the fermentation by addition of an exogenous inducer or carbon source. Recent
applications of dynamic regulation include the production of isopropanol in E. coli, where a toggle
switch was designed to simultaneously increase flux through the isopropanol pathway and
decrease flux into the TCA cycle, leading to a 4-fold improvement in isopropanol titers upon
induction with IPTG [10]. In the yeast S. cerevisiae, native carbon source responsive promoters
are typically used for inducible expression or repression of genes. For example, HXT and GAL
promoters were used to control expression of pathway genes to increase flux of farnesyl
pyrophosphate (FPP) for carotenoid production[11]. The same approach could provide yield
improvements for isoprenoid-derived biofuels. The HXT1 promoter that is induced at high
glucose concentrations and repressed at low glucose concentrations was also used to improve
fatty alcohol production by regulating free fatty acid and acyl-CoA pools[12]. The SUC2 sucrose
responsive promoter was used to induce RNA interference system for gene repression[13]. Since
these promoters are responsive to glucose, the application of these methods are restricted by
carbon source. To circumvent this limitation, synthetic promoter systems such as the doxycycline
responsive tetracycline transactivator protein (tTA) has been used to control glucose flux into
glycolysis, leading to improved yields of gluconic acid and isobutanol from glucose by 50-fold and
3-fold[14].

Autonomous Induction of Pathway Regulation
Although successful in improving production of molecules of interest, the
aforementioned examples involve addition of an exogenous inducer at a pre-determined time to
enable dynamic regulation. A further extension of pathway regulation is an autonomous system,
where enzyme levels are controlled without manual addition of inducers. Autonomous induction
can be engineered by utilizing metabolite responsive promoters or biosensors, or integrating
quorum sensing systems that are dependent on cell density (Figure 2). Metabolite responsive
promoters that are used to control gene expression are often derived from native promoters that
are first identified by screening with the desired metabolite, followed by optimization for
dynamic range by manipulating promoter strength. One advantage of using such promoters is
that it involves only a promoter replacement without the need to express an additional
transcription factor. An example in E. coli is in the improvement of flux through the mevalonate
pathway, where levels of the intermediate FPP were controlled by regulating expression of the
downstream amorpha-4,11-diene synthase by an FPP-responsive promoter, which was identified
by mining whole-genome transcript arrays[15]. In yeast, native ergosterol responsive promoters
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were screened and used to down-regulate expression of ERG9, diverting flux of FPP away from
squalene and into amorphadiene production, leading to 5-fold improvement in titers[16]. A
second method to engineer autonomous induction involve biosensors that are typically derived
from transcription factors that bind DNA upon interaction with a metabolite. Depending on the
host, substantial engineering of the transcription factor and binding site on the promoter are
often required to achieve the desired dynamic range[17,18]. Most biosensor applications in
metabolic engineering have revolved around its used as a screen[19,20]; however, an example in
dynamic pathway regulation is with the transcriptional repressor FapR. FapR has been
engineered into a malonyl-CoA biosensor and used to improve fatty acids production in E. coli by
autonomously balancing flux of malonyl-CoA production and consumption[21]. This
FapR/malonyl-CoA biosensor has also been ported into yeast to dynamically induce expression
of a heterologous malonyl-CoA reductase for the production of 3-hydroxypropionic acid[22]. In
addition, a biosensor responsive to hydroxycinnamic acids has been developed in E. coli and used
to improve production of vanillin and p-hydroxybenzoate[23], compounds that could potentially
be derived from lignocellulosic biomass in an integrated biorefinery.
Quorum sensing systems provide another method of autonomous induction that is
triggered when a certain cell mass has accumulated. The well-studied LuxR system from Vibrio
fischeri consists of a LuxI synthase that produces acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL), which interacts
with the LuxR transcription factor. Placing the gene of interest under LuxR control then enables
cell density dependent gene expression upon AHL accumulation. The switching time when gene
expression is triggered can be varied by manipulating the expression levels of luxI and luxR.
Examples of utilizing the LuxR system for dynamic pathway regulation include late induction of
pathway enzymes in the production of 1,4-butanediol from xylose [24] and redirection of flux
from the TCA cycle into isopropanol production by induction of a toggle switch[25] in E. coli.
Another quorum sensing system, the Esa QS system from Pantoea stewartii, has been engineered
for both transcriptional activation and repression by manipulating EsaR binding sites on the
promoter[26]. Building upon the Esa QS transcriptional repression constructs enabled direct
repression of phosphofructokinase in E. coli, leading to the improvement in glucaric acid
production by dynamically diverting flux away from glycolysis[27]. In yeasts, applications of
quorum sensing systems for metabolic engineering remain limited. Porting LuxR and Esa QS
systems that consist of bacterial transcriptional repressors into yeast proves challenging due to
the nature of transcriptional repression in eukaryotes that requires chromatin remodeling. Thus,
native quorum sensing systems such as the pheromone cell-to-cell communication in yeast have
been engineered[28] and used to increase production of para-hydroxybenzoic acid (PHBA)[29],
by inducing RNA interference (RNAi) to deplete pyruvate kinase. This down-regulation diverts
flux of phosphoenolpyruvate from glycolysis into the shikimate pathway for PHBA production.
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Tools to Engineer Dynamic Regulation
Engineering dynamic regulation of a pathway involves engineering the ability to control
the abundance of an enzyme in an inducible manner. Upregulation of pathway enzymes would
require methods of inducible gene expression and downregulation of competing enzymes would
necessitate tools for protein depletion. Successful engineering of dynamic regulation then hinges
on the availability and efficiency of such systems in the desired host. Enzyme abundance can be
manipulated at the transcriptional, post-transcriptional or post-translational level (Figure 3).
Numerous methods exist to regulate protein abundance at these different levels, each with its
own advantages and limitations. In general, intervention at the transcriptional level elicits a faster
response but the protein of interest is still susceptible to native post-transcriptional and posttranslational regulation, if any. On the other hand, regulating at the post-translational level
directly controls the protein abundance but is more wasteful as resources are used to produce
the protein, only to be degraded. Notably, the efficiency of the different methods is very much
host dependent and the ideal method would also depend on the intended application. Inducible
gene expression systems in bacteria typically function at the transcriptional level using
repressor/promoter systems such as TetR/P tet , LacI/P lac , and AraC/P BAD , which are useful for late
induction of pathway enzymes that may be beneficial for flux balancing or maintaining enzyme
stability. In yeast, inducible promoter systems are relatively limited to native carbon source
dependent promoters, such as the glucose/galactose responsive GAL promoters, and doxycycline
responsive tetracycline promoter[30]. Since these induction systems are well established, the
remainder of this review will concentrate on tools for protein downregulation and their recent
applications in pathway regulation.
In bacteria, gene repression at the transcriptional level requires combining multiple
known promoter systems since most widely used bacterial promoter systems turn transcription
on upon interaction with an inducer. One example of such a synthetic promoter is the inverter,
which combines P tet and P lac , and was used to downregulate glucokinase to improve gluconate
yields in E. coli by diverting flux away from glycolysis[31]. In recent years, the Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) interference system, developed by engineering
a nuclease-null Cas9 from S. pyogenes that is recruited to the target DNA by expressing a single
guide RNA (sgRNA), has served as the primary method of gene repression in bacteria. In E. coli,
the CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) system has been characterized to provide up to 100-fold
repression of RFP fluorescence that is expressed from the genome[32]. In dynamic regulation of
pathways, the CRISPRi system has recently been used to improve flux through the mevalonate
pathway in E. coli for isoprene production. A 70% decrease in mRNA levels of ispA was achieved
that led to 2.6-fold increase in isoprene titers[33]. In the cyanobacterium Synechococcus sp.,
repressing glutamine synthetase I with CRISPRi improved lactate production, by increasing
6

concentrations of α-ketoglutarate that activates catabolic genes involved in lactate synthesis
from glycogen[34]. In cases where multiple genes need to be repressed simultaneously,
expression vectors to construct multiple sgRNAs with repeat sequences have been developed
that employ USER or Golden Gate cloning methods[35]. Up to five sgRNAs were expressed
simultaneously to divert succinate semialdehyde away from the TCA cycle and into 4hydroxybutyrate (4HB), leading to improvements in 4HB mol% in poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-4hydroxybutyrate)[36]. An alternative to expressing multiple sgRNAs is to express a transactivating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA) with an array of precursor crRNA (pre-crRNA) that contains
spacers (targeting sequences) uniformly dispersed within repeat sequences. Characterization of
this method by targeting GFP expressed from a plasmid resulted in up to 10-fold repression in
fluorescence. Using a crRNA array targeting three different genes, sucA, fumC and scpC, a 2.5fold increase in naringenin titers was achieved[37]. One benefit of using the CRISPRi system over
promoter replacement methods is that genome editing of the target gene is not required,
enabling its application in hosts where genome editing remains a challenge. Although the offtarget effects of Cas9 have been well characterized in mammalian systems[38], the extent of offtarget effects are less established in bacteria. Nonetheless, the first 12bp sequence of the target
sgRNA being most important for targeting with S. pyogenes Cas9 remains universal[32,39].
Additionally, off-target effects for gene repression could be less detrimental than for genome
editing. The more relevant limitation of the CRISPRi system is therefore in the toxicity of dCas9
expression in certain hosts[40,41] that would affect growth of pathway-expressing cells that
typically already suffer from growth defects. CRISPRi systems have also been developed in yeast,
where repression domains that recruit chromatin remodeling complexes, such as Mxi1, are fused
to dCas9[39]. Since transcription in eukaryotes can be initiated by recruiting transcriptional
activators, the CRISPR system has also been engineered for inducing gene expression by fusing
dCas9 to known activating domains, such as VP64. Diverting flux with a combination of activating
and repressing dCas9 led to accumulation of different products in the violacein pathway in S.
cerevisiae[42].
Applications that employ post-transcriptional and post-translational methods for
dynamic regulation remain relatively limited. At the post-transcriptional level, tools to downregulate mRNA levels include anti-sense RNA (asRNA) in bacteria and RNA interference (RNAi)
systems in yeast. Anti-sense RNA involves expressing short ~100bp complementary mRNA,
encompassing the ribosome binding site (RBS) and/or open reading frame (ORF), that hybridizes
with the target mRNA to prevent translation or cause mRNA degradation[43]. Its application in
metabolic engineering has mostly involved screening for gene targets whose downregulation
improves metabolite production[44,45]. An example of using asRNA for pathway regulation is in
downregulating fabD in E. coli, where an 80% interference efficiency was achieved, leading to a
4.5-fold increase in intracellular malonyl-CoA concentrations[46]. RNAi systems in eukaryotes
similarly involve expressing a complementary mRNA; however, expression of Dicer and
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Argonaute proteins are also required, where Dicer cleaves the dsRNA to smaller RNAs that are
then recognized by Argonaute for degradation[47]. This system has been optimized for gene
repression in S. cerevisiae[48] and recently used to divert flux of phosphoenolpyruvate from
glycolysis into the shikimate pathway for the production of PHBA[29]. Downregulating protein
abundance at the post-translational level involves adding a signal peptide to the protein of
interest and expressing the required degradation machinery. In E. coli, the native ClpXP
degradation system that recognizes the SsrA signal peptide is often utilized. To engineer
inducibility, the expression of SspB that tethers the target protein to the ClpXP machinery can be
placed under control of an inducible promoter in a ΔsspB strain[49]. More recently, an N-terminal
based degradation system that relies on the N-end rule has been developed[50] and is inducible
in a ΔclpP strain. For a completely orthogonal system in E. coli, a protein degradation system from
Mesoplasma florum has been engineered that also utilizes a similar SsrA degradation tag named
Pdt, but that is not recognized by E. coli’s native machinery[51]. For dynamic regulation of
pathways, the SspB/ClpXP system has been shown to be effective in downregulating competing
enzymes for improved production of glucaric acid[52] and medium-chain fatty acids[53] in E. coli.
For glucaric acid production, phosphofructokinase was depleted to divert flux of glucose-6phosphate away from glycolysis and into the glucaric acid pathway. In the production of mediumchain fatty acids, the FabB ketoacyl synthase was downregulated to prevent further elongation
of octanoic acid. In yeast, the polypeptide sequence rich in proline (P), glutamic acid (E), serine
(S) and threonine (T), called the PEST sequence, serves as a proteolytic signal on cyclins involved
in cell cycle regulation[54]. Attaching PEST sequences to the C-terminal of otherwise stable
proteins has been used as a protein degradation method; however, given that it is recognized by
native proteolytic machinery, protein depletion is not inducible. Nonetheless, use of the common
PEST sequence from CLN2 to degrade ERG9 in S. cerevisiae that competes for FPP for squalene
production has led to the improvement of nerolidol titers[55].

Conclusions
Microbial cell factories provide a renewable source for the production of biofuels, fine
and commodity chemicals. In improving production of these molecules, dynamic pathway
regulation has been shown as a successful method that balances flux between growth of cells
and production of metabolites. To eliminate use of exogenous inducers, systems for autonomous
induction of pathway regulation are increasingly being developed that include metabolite
responsive promoters, biosensors, and quorum sensing systems. Engineering such systems are
restricted by the available tools for controlling protein abundance in the desired host. Controlling
gene expression at the transcriptional level has been widely adopted, especially with recent
developments of CRISPRi systems. Nonetheless, control methods that function at the posttranscriptional and post-translational levels are useful alternatives. Ultimately, the ideal control
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system for dynamic pathway regulation would be application and host dependent. These
approaches may facilitate pathway engineering for biofuel and biochemical production.
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Figure 1: Dynamic pathway regulation balances flux between growth of cells and production of desired
metabolites. Once sufficient biomass and cellular resources have accumulated from an initial growth
phase, substrate flux can then be diverted into the production pathway. An effective flux control point at
the intersection of cell metabolism and production pathway is identified and the expression of this
enzyme is controlled in a dynamic manner. Autonomous induction of pathway regulation has recently
been developed using metabolite responsive promoters, biosensors and quorum sensing systems.
Metabolite responsive promoters are often derived from native promoters that can be implemented
simply by promoter replacement of the gene of interest (GOI) without additional expression of
transcription factors. Biosensors are engineered from transcription factors that bind to their associated
promoters upon interaction with the metabolite of interest. Placing the GOI under this promoter then
enables metabolite dependent gene expression. Quorum sensing systems, such as the LuxR system,
consist of a synthase that produces acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL) that serves as a proxy for cell mass.
Controlling the expression of the GOI using a repressor that is responsive to AHL then enables cell density
dependent expression of the GOI.

Figure 2: Examples of recent autonomous pathway regulation for improved metabolite production. (Left)
The malonyl-CoA biosensor in E. coli [21] involves engineering the FapR transcriptional repressor to induce
transcription of the upstream acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC, encoded by accADBC) and repress
transcription of the downstream fatty acid synthase (FAS, encoded by fabADGI and tesA’) upon
accumulation of malonyl-CoA. This balancing of flux between production and consumption of malony-coA
improves fatty acid production. (Right) The Esa quorum sensing system in E. coli [27] was engineered to
divert flux away from growth into the production of glucaric acid by repressing phosphofructokinase-1
(Pfk-1, encoded by pfkA) upon accumulation of sufficient biomass. The production of acyl-homoserine
lactone (AHL) by AHL synthease (EsaI) serves as a proxy of biomass that activates the repression of Pfk-1
upon binding to the transcriptional repressor EsaR170V. Downregulation of phosphofructokinase enables
the diversion of glucose-6-phosphate away from glycolysis and into the glucaric acid pathway.
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Figure 3: Methods to deplete gene of interest (GOI) at the transcriptional, post-transcriptional and posttranslational levels that were used in recent examples of dynamic pathway regulation discussed in this
review. In E. coli, combinations of known repressor/promoter systems, such as the inverter, and CRISPR
interference (CRISPRi) systems, which consist of dCas9 and a targeting sgRNA, have been used for gene
repression at the transcriptional level. At the post-transcriptional level, anti-sense RNA (asRNA) involves
expression of a hairpin that binds to regions of the GOI to prevent translation. Post-translational methods
consist of adding signal peptides to GOI and expressing the required protein degradation machinery. Since
SspB and ClpP are native to E. coli, inducibility of protein degradation with the ClpXP/SspB and Ntag
methods can only be performed in ΔsspB and ΔclpP mutants, contrary to the Pdt system that uses an
orthogonal mf-Lon protease. In S. cerevisiae, methods for gene repression at the transcriptional level
include native carbon source responsive promoters and the CRISPRi system. At the post-transcriptional
level, RNAi systems degrade target mRNA by expressing a hairpin alongside Argonaute (Argo) and Dicer
proteins. A post-translation method that has been used for dynamic regulation is the native PEST
degradation tag, which involves adding the signal peptide to the C-terminus of GOI.

